Abstract. Given a gene expression data matrix where each cell is the expression level of a gene under a certain condition, biclustering is the problem of searching for a subset of genes that coregulate and coexpress only under a subset of conditions. The traditional clustering algorithms cannot be applied for biclustering as one cannot measure the similarity between genes (or rows) and conditions (or columns) by normal geometric similarities. Identifying a network of collaborating genes and a subset of experimental conditions which activate the specific network is a crucial part of the problem. In this paper, the BIClustering problem is solved through a REpeated Local Search algorithm, called BICRELS. The experiments on real datasets show that our algorithm is not only fast but it also significantly outperforms other state-of-the-art algorithms.
Introduction
Gene expression is the process by which information from a gene is used in the synthesis of proteins. Microarray experiments provide us with the expression level of a large number of genes under different experimental conditions [2] . The conditions can be different time points, different types of tissues, or individuals, etc. The gene expression results are presented as a matrix where each gene is a row and each condition is a column. Each cell of the data matrix is the expression level of a gene under a certain condition. The expression level measures the relative abundance of a gene, usually as the logarithmic ratio between the intensities of the dyes used in the experimental process.
Given the gene expression data, one would like to find a subset of genes that coregulate and coexpress (think "behave in a coherent manner") only for a subset of conditions. This problem is called biclustering by Cheng and Church [4] . The objective is to find sub-matrices, i.e. maximal subgroups of genes and subgroups of conditions where the genes exhibit highly correlated activities over a range of conditions, and therefore often related to an underlying gene regulatory network of biological interest.
Biclustering is also known as co-clustering, bidimensional clustering, or subspace clustering, and used in other areas like marketing and collaborative recommendations, although with different underlying models. In the traditional clustering problem, only rows or columns of a data matrix are partitioned in different groups based on some geometric similarity measures like the cosine similarity, or Euclidean distance. Meanwhile, in the biclustering problem, both rows and columns are clustered simultaneously and the identification of a relevant subset of genes and a subset of experimental conditions is a prerequisite to obtain a clustering of biological interest. Traditional clustering algorithms cannot be applied for biclustering as they cannot be based on Euclidean or other geometric properties. This raises the need of developing a new class of algorithms for biclustering, which aim at identifying a relevant network of cooperating genes.
Several algorithms have been proposed for solving the biclustering problem [8] . The algorithms can return a single large and "coherent" bicluster or a set of biclusters. The bicluster "coherence" must be related to experimental process used to identify biological gene regulatory networks. An additive model of the gene expression is often used: the expression of a gene in a network is proportional to the sum of a term associated to the specific gene and a term associated to the specific experimental condition. The squared error w.r.t. this linear model, averaged over the entire bicluster expression levels, called mean squared residue, measures the lack of "coherence" of the network [4] .
In this paper, we consider the problem of searching for a largest bicluster under the constraint that the mean squared residue is below a threshold. A bicluster with mean squared residue less than or equal to a threshold δ is called a δ-bicluster. The problem of finding the largest δ-bicluster is NP-hard [4] .
We introduce a Repeated Local Search algorithm for BIClustering (abbreviated as BICRELS). Our algorithm is not only reasonably fast due to an incremental evaluation scheme, but it also significantly outperforms other stateof-the-art algorithms in both objectives, leading to larger biclusters with smaller residues.
The rest of this paper is organized as follows. In Section 2, we summarize the related work. Then, we describe formally the biclustering problem in Section 3 and our algorithm in Section 4. Finally, we report on the experimental results in Section 5.
Related Work
The algorithms proposed for solving the biclustering problem can be classified into different groups:
-Iterative row and column clustering combination: applying the standard clustering methods on rows and columns of the data matrix and then combining the row and column clusters to form biclusters [5] . -Divide and conquer: breaking the problem into smaller problems, solving them recursively, and combining the solutions of sub-problems to form the solution for the original problem [6] . -Greedy iterative search: removing rows or columns to reduce the bicluster residue below the threshold and adding rows or columns to increase the bicluster volume while the constraint on residue is still satisfied [4] .
-Exhaustive bicluster enumeration: enumerating all possible biclusters to identify the best ones in exponential time [10] . -Distribution parameter identification: assuming the data is generated from a model and trying to fit parameters of that model by minimizing a certain criterion [7] .
Not all algorithms optimize the same "coherence" criterion, therefore we only compare our algorithm with those based on the same additive mode and searching for the largest bicluster with residue below a threshold.
One of the first biclustering algorithms searching for the largest δ-bicluster is proposed by Cheng and Church [4] . The algorithm starts from the initial bicluster which contains all genes and conditions. Each gene or condition is considered as a node. The method iteratively deletes a set of nodes until the mean squared residue of that bicluster below the threshold. Then, a set of nodes is added to the bicluster to increase its volume until any further addition would cause the residue to exceed the threshold. This algorithm is deterministic and very fast, as a set of nodes can be deleted or added at the same time. Its complexity is O(M N ) where M and N are the number of genes and conditions. However, modifying a set of nodes simultaneously can also make the algorithm stuck in local minima. We refer this algorithm as ChengChurch in this paper.
Yang et al. [12] propose a probabilistic algorithm named FLOC (Flexible Overlapped Clusters) which can discover a set of K biclusters in one run. The algorithm starts from a set of random initial biclusters. Each initial bicluster is formed by selecting randomly a subset of rows and a subset of columns from the dataset, such that the bicluster residue is below a predefined threshold. Then, it iteratively performs the best action for each row and column to improve the bicluster quality. The actions are deleting or adding a row or a column to one of K biclusters. The best action is the one that gives the highest improvement in a gain function which is the sum of the reduction ratio in mean squared residue and the increase ratio in volume. As two objectives (volume and residue) are considered at the same time, FLOC can return biclusters with very small volume while their residues are much lower than the threshold. Besides, FLOC is very sensitive to the initial biclusters and its complexity is O((M + N ) 2 × K × p) where M , and N are the number of genes and conditions, K is the number of biclusters, and p is the number of iterations the algorithm runs until convergence.
Bleuler et al. [3] introduce a single-objective genetic framework for solving the biclustering problem. In their framework, a bicluster is presented as a binary string with the length of M + N where M and N are the number of genes and conditions, respectively. Normal uniform crossover and bit mutation operators are performed on the population. The minimized objective is the inverse of the bicluster volume if the residue is below the threshold. Otherwise, the algorithm minimizes the residue. However, the authors conclude that without the help of local searchers, the genetic algorithm cannot produce the bicluster which is larger than the one returned by the ChengChurch algorithm. Therefore, they hybridize the genetic algorithm with the local search algorithm of Cheng and Church, i.e., each instance in the population is improved by the local searcher before moving to the next generation. We denote this algorithm as SOGA (Single Objective Genetic Algorithm). The complexity of SOGA is O (T P MN) where T is the number of generations, P is the population size, M and N are the number of genes and conditions, respectively.
Mitra et al. [9] also propose a multi-objective genetic algorithm for biclustering (denoted as MOGA in this paper). The authors focus on searching for the largest bicluster and present each bicluster as a binary string. MOGA maximizes the volume and the residue simultaneously. When a bicluster has the residue exceeding the threshold, its residue is set to zero. In other words, the quality of a solution violating constraints is considered as zero. Similarly to the case of SOGA, the ChengChuch algorithm is adapted as the local searcher for MOGA, i.e. each instance in the population is improved by the local searcher before moving to the next generation. The complexity of MOGA is O(T P 2 M N ) where T is the number of generations, P is the population size, M and N are the number of genes and conditions, respectively.
The Biclustering Problem
We follow the same notation used in [4] . The biological motivation for the model is that, in a gene regulatory network, the gene expression level is proportional to a sum of a term characterizing the gene plus a term characterizing the experimental condition which is activating the specific network. Let's note that, if logarithms of the original measures are taken, the model is multiplicative in the original measures. Fig.1 shows an example of a bicluster with 9 genes and 6 conditions.
Let X be the set of genes and Y be the set of conditions. Let a ij be the element of the expression matrix A representing the expression level of the gene i under 
where
The biclustering problem is the problem of searching for a bicluster (I, J) such that its volume is maximized and its mean squared residue is below a threshold. Formally, the biclustering problem is defined as:
A Repeated Local Search Algorithm for Biclustering
Let rowM SR(i) and colM SR(j) are the mean squared residues of row i and column j w.r.t a bicluster (I, J), respectively.
The pseudo code of our local search algorithm for biclustering (BICRELS) is shown in Algorithm 1. We first generate the initial set of biclusters by combing gene and condition clusters. In detail, we partition the gene set into 100 clusters by applying K-Means (with the cosine similarity distance) on the columnnormalized data where each gene is an instance, and each condition is a feature. The column-normalized data is obtained from the original data by subtracting the mean value from each column and then dividing the results by its sample standard deviation. Similarly, we divide the conditions into ceil(N/10) clusters on the row-normalized data where N is the number of conditions and ceil(x) returns the nearest integer equal to or greater than x. Then, we pick randomly a cluster of gene and a cluster of condition to form a bicluster. In the experiments of this paper, we create 100 biclusters for the initial bicluster set. The local search procedure from line 4 to 14 of the algorithm is restarted for a number of runs to explore different local minima. Note that the normalized data is used only to create the initial bicluster set, and the local search procedure is run on the original data. In each run, the algorithm first picks randomly a bicluster from the initial bicluster set. That bicluster is then removed from the initial set. Next, the algorithm reduces the residue of that bicluster by the procedure replaceNodes in Algorithm 2. This procedure shrinks the residue of a bicluster by replacing the column (or row) with the highest residue in that bicluster by a column (or row) not in that bicluster with the smallest residue if the replacement can reduce the bicluster residue. The replacement process is repeated until no columns or rows are replaced. After shrinking the bicluster residue by replacing rows or columns, if the residue is still greater than the threshold, some rows or columns are deleted in the deleteNodes procedure of Algorithm 3 (which is the single-node deletion procedure proposed by Cheng and Church [4] ). The deleteNodes procedure keeps deleting the columns and rows with highest mean residues until the residue of the bicluster drops below the threshold. Note that, although both the replaceNodes and deleteNodes procedure can decrease the residue, the replaceNodes procedure keeps the bicluster size unchanged whereas the deleteNodes procedure also reduces the bicluster size. Now, the bicluster residue is guaranteed to be lower than or equal to the threshold. The algorithm starts optimizing the bicluster by repeating two steps: replaceNodes and addNodes until convergence. The main idea is that while fixing the volume, we try to reduce the residue of the bicluster and then while keeping the residue below the threshold, we try to increase the bicluster volume. The addNodes procedure is presented in Algorithm 4. This procedure iteratively adds a column or a row with the smallest residue until the residue of the bicluster exceeds the threshold. Finally, to guarantee that the bicluster mean squared residue is less than or equal to the threshold, we perform the deleteNodes procedure before returning the bicluster. As the number of rows and columns is finite, the loop of two steps replaceNodes and addNodes always terminates after a finite number of iterations (which is less than or equal to (|X| + |Y |)). 
all rowM SR(i), colM SR(j) can also be reduced from O(|X||Y |) to O(max(|X|, |Y |)).
Incremental Update. As can be seen from Equation 7 , before computing the value of rowM SR(i) we need to update the values of a iJ , a Ij , a IJ . There are six cases where a bicluster (I, J) can be modified: add or delete a row or column, replace a row (or a column) by another row (or column).
When we add, delete or replace a row from a bicluster (I, J), all columns j ∈ J are unchanged, thus all mean rows a iJ (where i ∈ I) are also unaffected. Therefore, we only need to update the mean columns a Ij and the overall average value a IJ . The update procedure for a Ij , a IJ in each case is presented as follows.
a) Adding a row r ∈ X \I to the bicluster (I, J): In this case, besides updating the mean columns a Ij and the overall average value a IJ , we also need to compute the new mean row a rJ :
Then, we update I = I ∪ {r}. The complexity of computing a rJ is O(|Y |).
Because each a Ij is updated with the complexity of O(1), the complexity of updating all a Ij is O(|Y |) (as J ⊂ Y ). b) Deleting a row r ∈ I from the bicluster (I, J):
In this case, we only need to update the mean columns a Ij and the overall average value a IJ :
Then, we update I = I \ {r}. Because each a Ij is updated with the complexity of O(1), the complexity of updating all a Ij is O(|Y |) (as J ⊂ Y ).
c) Replacing a row r 1 ∈ I by a row r 2 ∈ X \ I: In this case, besides updating the mean columns a Ij and the overall average value a IJ , we also need to compute the new mean row a r2J :
Then, we update I = I \{r 1 }∪{r 2 }. The complexity of computing a r2J is O(|Y |).
Because each a Ij is updated with the complexity of O(1), the complexity of updating all a Ij is O(|Y |) (as J ⊂ Y ).
Similarly, when we add, delete or replace a column from a bicluster (I, J), all rows i ∈ I are unchanged, thus all mean columns a Ij (where j ∈ J) are also unaffected. Therefore, we only need to update the mean rows a iJ and the overall average value a IJ . The update formulas can be derived similarly as in the cases of rows. The update complexity for all mean rows a iJ is O(|X|). In other words, the complexity of updating a iJ , a Ij and a IJ in all cases is O(max(|X|, |Y |).
In addition, in each iteration of three procedures replaceNodes, deleteNodes, and addNodes, we also need to recompute the mean squared residue of the 
In all cases, the update of sumAll(I , J ) has the complexity of O(|X|) or O(|Y |).
In other words, the complexity of computing M SR(I , J ) form M SR(I, J) is O(max(|X|, |Y |).

Experiments
A preliminary set of experiments has been dedicated to analyze the distribution of final results found after individual runs of our local search technique. It is the distribution of local maxima values found after starting from a randomly picked initial seed bicluster. To estimate the distribution of bicluster volume obtained by BICRELS, we run BICREL with 100 restart times and plot the histograms of bicluster volume obtained by the individual local search processes on two datasets in Fig.2a and Fig.2b . In both cases, we observe a non-negligible probability for values of bicluster volumes that are close to the optimal one. This was the main motivation for adding a restart technique: by starting from different initial random seed biclusters the algorithm is sampling from this distribution and the best sample is reported at the end of the repetitions. Considering now the complete BICREL, we compare it with four other state-of-the-art algorithms ChengChurch [4] , SOGA (Single-objective GA) [3] , MOGA (Multi-objective GA) [9] , and FLOC [12] . 
Experimental Setup
The parameter α of ChengChurch is set to its default value (α = 1.2). The number of initial rows and columns in the FLOC algorithm is set to 9 and 2, respectively (as in the FLOC paper [12] , the authors did not describe which parameters are suitable for FLOC, thus we did some experiments to determine the suitable parameters for FLOC). The number of biclusters produced by FLOC in each run is set to 10. The parameters of SOGA and MOGA are set to their default parameters. All algorithms are implemented in Matlab and run on the same machine with Ubuntu 12.04 operating system, CPU Intel(R)Xeon(R)X3363@2.83GHz, RAM 8GiB. FLOC, SOGA and MOGA are run for 10 times to eliminate the randomness effect. BICRELS is run once but restarted for 10 times by setting its parameter numberOfRestarts to 10. ChengChurch is a deterministic algorithm and run only once.
In the experiments, we use two datasets Yeast [11] and Lymphoma [1] . The Yeast dataset consists of 2884 genes and 17 conditions. The Lymphoma dataset has 4026 genes and 96 conditions. These datasets are preprocessed by Cheng and Church 1 . Missing values of these datasets are processed as in [4] . The residue threshold of all algorithms on the Yeast and Lymphoma dataset are set to 300 and 1200 as in previous papers [4, 3, 9] . However, in some cases, some algorithms like FLOC can be stuck in local minima and return biclusters with very small volumes whereas their residues are much lower than the threshold. Therefore, for a fair comparison, we set different residue thresholds in our algorithm to produce biclusters with similar residues as in those of the other algorithms.
Experimental Results
The maximum volumes of biclusters produced by all algorithms on two datasets Yeast and Lymphoma are presented in Table 1a, Table 2a , Fig.3a, and Fig.3b .
It can be observed that BICRELS significantly outperforms the other algorithms on the two datasets in both objectives (larger in volume and smaller in residue). In addition, although setting the same residue threshold, FLOC can get stuck at local minima and can only produce very small biclusters. Table 1b and Table 2b show the statistical information on the bicluster volume obtained by five algorithms. The average bicluster volume of our algorithm is much larger than that of the other algorithms. In order to study the relationship between the number of restart times and the maximum volume, we run BICRELS with 10 different random seeds, and in each run BICRELS is restarted for 100 times. Fig.4a and Fig.4b show the performance curves of our algorithm on two datasets. It can be seen that our algorithm reaches very good final results within about 30 restarts. Especially, on the Yeast dataset, our algorithm always converges to the optimal solution after 41 restarts. BICRELS also enjoys the anytime property: it can be terminated at any time after a given number of restarts (greater than zero) delivering the best solution found so far. This characteristic endows it with more flexibility to trade off CPU time w.r.t. solution quality. As for the comparison on the runtime, except for the ChengChurch algorithm, our algorithm is faster than the other algorithms as shown in Table 1c  and Table 2c . Our algorithm BICRELS is slower than the ChengChurch algorithm because in each iteration, BICRELS only adds one row or column whereas ChengChurch can add a set of rows or columns. The difference between runtime of our algorithm and ChengChurch is the computational cost that we pay for the improvement in the solution quality. Because of the anytime property of BICRELS, an early termination after a smaller number of restarts is the obvious way to reduce CPU time for a lower average solution quality.
Conclusion
In this paper, we proposed a repeated local search algorithm for biclustering, called BICRELS. We also suggested an efficient incremental update scheme to speed up the algorithm. Although our algorithm is simple, it is reasonably fast and it significantly outperforms the other state-of-the-art algorithms on two realworld datasets. Finally, as our algorithm has the any-time property, it provides users with the flexibility in trading off CPU time w.r.t. solution quality.
